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H(z) l-_z-_l__
- 1+1.4z-1 +0.53z-2



2. Sketch the phase response of the following system: (10 points)
1-10z-1

H(z) = (1- (-0.8+ jO.3)z-')(1-(-0.8 - jO.3)Z-')



3. Compute the inverse z-transform of the following transfer function: (10 points)

H( 0.7z-s

z)= (l-0.5z-1)(l+OAz-1)



where x[ n] is the input sequence and y[ n] is the output sequence. Is this system
low-pass or high-pass filter? Justify your answer. (10 points)



5. For a single pole continuous-time filter, H(s) = _1_, determine the location of the
s+p

pole if we convert this filter to a digital filter using the bilinear transform method,

2(I-Z-I)s = - ----I (10 points)
T l+z



H(z) = 0.2z2 +0.18z+0.2
Z2 +0.77z-0.42

This second-order system was designed using the bilinear transformation to meet the
following specifications:

Passband frequency
Stopband frequency
Max. passband attenuation
Min. stopband attenuation

0.31£ rad./sec.
0.61£ rad./sec.
1 dB
20 dB

Suppose we want a highpass filter with passband cutoff frequency OJp = 0.51£ . Use the
lowpass-highpass transformation to determine the system function of the desired highpass
filter. (10 points)
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